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Questions so far within WOZEP

What are the direct effects of offshore wind farms on the 
mortality (collisions) or health (noise) of seabirds and 
marine mammals?
 Do animals completely avoid offshore wind farms? 
What are the consequences of  these effects on 

bird/mammal population distribution and abundance?
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New question asks for a new approach

 How does the construction of large-scale offshore wind 
farms indirectly affect the distribution and abundance of 
seabird and marine mammal populations?
 Through changes in the physics and lower trophic levels 

(primary producers and herbivores)
 Physics and primary producers are modelled by Deltares
What other models can be used to link output variables 

of the Deltares models to bird/mammal distribution and 
abundance?
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Food webs are complex
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Individual-Based Models (IBMs)
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Overview of IBMs

 Food landscape (0D, 1D, 2D)
 Physiology, energetics
 Behaviour, mainly movement
 Output: state (fat reserves), fitness (demographic 

variables like survival, reproduction), population size or 
dynamics
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Overview of IBMs

 Food landscape: for birds mostly a generated 2D food 
landscape 
 Physiology, energetics: extremely variable, only a few 

used an established model based on e.g. Dynamic 
Energy Budget (DEB) theory
 Behaviour, mainly movement: correlated random walk 

(CRW) and memory
 Output: usually fitness (demographic variables like 

survival, reproduction)
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Evaluation

 Food landscape: Baron 
von Münchhausen
 Food landscape tuned 

such that r=0 without 
human impact
 Consequently, (almost) 

always a negative 
impact of human 
activities
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Evaluation

 Size of the effect very 
much dependent upon 
rules for movement 
and death: scramble 
versus contest 
competition
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Conclusion

 For all models validation lacking
 Limited predictive value
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(Long) way forward
 Apply a standardized approach for modelling energetics 

(DEB) and behaviour
 Choose species that occur in regions and periods with 

the greatest predicted change low in the food chain
 Link modelling to an observational program: sampling 

prey abundance at sea, behavioural studies at sea, 
tracking studies, diet studies in colonies
 Pay much more attention to the food landscape and 

changes therein
 Modelling zooplankton and fish as intermediate steps, 

IBMs or statistical modelling using CPR data
 Combine effort (MONS, NWA, WOZEP)
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